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Introduction
The next Australian federal election will be held in or before 2022 to elect members of the
47th Parliament of Australia. All 151 seats in the House of Representatives (lower house) and
40 of the 76 seats in the Senate (upper house) will be up for election. The incumbent Coalition
Government, led by Scott Morrison will be seeking a fourth three-year term against the
opposition Labor Party, led by Anthony Albanese.
There is a Wikipedia page 'Predictions and claims for the Second Coming of Christ', a partial
list of notable people who have been claimed, either by themselves or by their followers, in
some way to be the reincarnation or incarnation of Jesus, or the Second Coming of Christ from
the 18th-21st century.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_people_claimed_to_be_Jesus
There are many versus in the Bible about the Second Coming of Jesus, but they do not indicate
exactly when this will occur. For example, Matthew 24.44 “Therefore you also must be ready,
for the Son of Man is coming at an hour you do not expect”. This site gives 100 versus about
the Second Coming of Jesus.
https://www.openbible.info/topics/the_second_coming_of_jesus
It appears that the Qur’an does not give such indication about the Second Coming of Jesus
as given by this site.
https://submission.org/Jesus_Second_Coming.html
To be the Second Coming of Christ would suggest the following:
1) One needs to be Jewish and male (since Jesus was a male Jew)
2) An out-of-body experience where the soul leaves the body and visualising a bird in
the spiritual world (similar to when Jesus was baptized Mathew 3:16 “And when
Jesus was baptized, immediately he went up from the water, and behold, the
heavens were opened to him, and he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove
and coming to rest on him”).
3) A dead bird present a few days later after the out-of-body experience (most likely
three days) with no body (only the feathers) as a form of "resurrection" in the same
surroundings as to where the out-of-body experience occurred.
4) Able to show there are no contradictions between the Bible and the Qur'an in
relation to Jesus (since God is perfect and would not have contradictions).

5) Able to obtain the best solution to obtaining world peace since Jesus appeared about
2019 years ago and all documented and uploaded freely on say a website.
The author is claiming to be the Second Coming of Christ and will explain this in detail
throughout this article.
Spiritual Encounters
In March/April 2013 a series of three separate events took place for the author of a spiritual
nature at his student residence 22/122 Culloden Rd, Marsfield, Sydney. The first event
featured a black bird tapping its beak on the author’s front glass door several times before
turning its head to look the author in the eye, and then flying off. The second event involved
a black bird swooping down from the opposite apartment and pecking on the door several
times/looking the author in the eye in the same spot of the previous bird before flying off.
The author was standing in the kitchen of his apartment at the time when a strange feeling
of energy was felt (as a force) whilst observing the bird swooping down. During this process
the author’s sense of hearing appeared to block the surrounding sounds and a strange
‘whizzing’ sound was heard of the bird flying down to the door. The third event featured the
skin/feathers of a ‘dead’ black bird appearing in roughly the same spot that the previous birds
had pecked on the door. The exact dates of these events are difficult to trace but can be
confirmed to have taken place between the 27th March and the 8th April, 2013. These events
occurred as a direct result of making the connection with yoga and conflict resolution within
an ideology, such that 'Yoga is the most effective method to resolving conflicts'. Given that all
religions are circumstantial for their period in history, it can therefore be concluded that this
ideology and associated policies is a revelation that has been approved by God as a method
for how society today should function to assist to bring about world peace. This is
documented in ‘The Book of Tristan’ (pdf). The events also appear to symbolize Jesus, since
the final event featured a dead bird with no body present and hence a ‘resurrection’. The
author’s ‘out-of-body’ experience was such that the author was ‘killed’ by God and then
raised from the dead. Also, the best explanation for how the feathers appeared on the
author’s doorstep days after the ‘out-of-body’ experience is such that a Spirit Being
descended and placed them there and this Spirit Being was actually God, since from Vedic
literature there are many incarnations of God. To be killed by God and raised from the dead
in such an ‘out-of-body’ experience is a very high achievement that any individual can obtain.
For this reason, the author has been appointed by God as the next King for the Jewish people
following Messiah Jesus. It is worth noting that the author had very little understanding of
religion and spiritual knowledge prior to these spiritual encounters. The significance of the
author’s ‘out-of-body’ experience whilst visualizing a bird is directly connected with the Bible.
Mathew 3:16 “And when Jesus was baptized, immediately he went up from the water, and
behold, the heavens were opened to him, and he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove
and coming to rest on him”. The author contacted the Australian Institute of
Parapsychological Research about the spiritual encounters. The response was that the outof-body experiences (which occur in about 20% of the population) was not a typical out-ofbody experience which is regarded as a veridical out-of-body experience. One of the
reviewers regarded it as something more of a mystical experience and therefore can regarded
as something very unique. More information about typical out-of-body experiences can be
found here.

http://www.aiprinc.org/Out-of-body-experiences/
Based on the above does this imply that the author is actually the Second Coming of Christ,
given the out-of-body experience involving a bird in the spiritual world with a similar
experience to when Jesus was baptized and a dead bird appearing a few days layer (possibly
3 days) but with no body present (only the feathers) as a form of “resurrection”? Since these
experiences, the author has shown that there are no contradictions between the Bible and
the Qur’an in relation to Jesus (after all God is perfect and would not have contradictions) and
hence the truth about Jesus which should unite the three Abrahamic religions, a solution to
peace in the Middle East, a solution to employment for indigenous Australians, a fairer
Australian federal election voting system to reflect indigenous cultural heritage, the solution
to bigotry, a solution for providing for the homeless, unemployed and poverty globally, a
solution to housing affordability, a solution to forcing cooperation in the workplace as an
economic model (to increase average salary and overall happiness), an ideology and set of
policies (with 5 key policies identified for a global scale) to reflect many values and morals as
documented in religious scriptures as well as preventing/resolving conflicts, a lifestyle to
obtain constant ‘happiness’ by being elevated to a transcendental state of consciousness, and
subsequently achieve a spiritual body in the afterlife (which is our purpose in life), and a
solution to minimize depression and anxiety by advancing spiritually (where depression is the
world’s biggest health problem – estimated globally at 30%). Hence, it is believed that the
author has the best solution to obtaining world peace in that it is better than what anyone
else has ever come up with since Jesus appeared on earth about 2019 years ago. This is all
documented in ‘The Second Coming of Jesus: a solution for obtaining world peace’ and
uploaded on the Strategic Games website.
http://strategicgames.com.au/article102.pdf
Australian Yoga Party
The author created the ‘Australian Yoga Party group on facebook on the 21st October 2015.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/501908766635731/
The description is outlined as:

The Australian Yoga Party is based on yoga principles to encapsulate a political platform and
policies.
The Australian Yoga Party aims for the creation of a society that most effectively prevents and
resolves conflicts. The traditional conflict resolution model utilizes adjudicative processes (i.e.
litigation, arbitration) and warfare. The modern and arguably more effective conflict
resolution model utilizes consensual processes (i.e. negotiation, mediation, facilitation) and
free speech. Whilst consensual processes are a key element to the Australian Yoga Party
political platform; the most effective model to resolve (and prevent) conflicts is through
following a yoga process.
The Australian Yoga Party could register as a non-parliamentary party for the next Federal
election (held in or before 2022) through the Australian Electoral Commission. This requires
at least 500 members who are on the Commonwealth Electoral Roll - which could be achieved
through the Hare Krishna movements within Australia and a constitution on how the country

would effectively operate if elected to government. So how does the proposed Australian
Yoga Party get the votes in order to achieve government? According to the consensus from
2016, 52% of Australia's population are Christian and 70% of the population follow a religion.
If between 52%-70% of Australia’s population voted for the Australian Yoga Party, this would
easily be enough to obtain a majority of seats and form government. Hence, what is required
is to prove somewhat scientifically that the author is the Second Coming of Christ.
A website could be setup for the Australian Yoga Party with an ideology and policies as
documented in the ‘Book of Tristan’
http://strategicgames.com.au/thebookoftristan.pdf
as well as ‘The Second Coming of Jesus: a solution for obtaining world peace’ as
documented in this article.
http://strategicgames.com.au/article102.pdf
A leaflet drop on a national scale could be implemented which states the author is the Second
Coming of Christ based on these five key aspects (given below) and a link is given to ‘Tristan
Barnett’ Wikipedia page, which clearly outlines in logical detail why this is the case.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tristan_Barnett
1) One needs to be Jewish and male (since Jesus was a male Jew)
2) An out-of-body experience where the soul leaves the body and visualising a bird in
the spiritual world (similar to when Jesus was baptized Mathew 3:16 “And when
Jesus was baptized, immediately he went up from the water, and behold, the
heavens were opened to him, and he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove
and coming to rest on him”).
3) A dead bird present a few days (most likely three days) with no body (only the
feathers) as a form of "resurrection" in the same surroundings as to where the outof-body experience occurred.
4) Able to show there are no contradictions between the Bible and the Qur'an in
relation to Jesus (since God is perfect and does not have contradictions).
5) Able to obtain the best solution to obtaining world peace since Jesus appeared about
2019 years ago and all documented and uploaded freely on say a website.
The leaflet would confirm that the Second Coming of Christ has to occur to someone at some
point in time and you were someone else in the previous life based on reincarnation and the
transmigration process of the soul taking on another body (before obtaining a spiritual body
in the spiritual sky - 3/4 universe is spiritual).
The leaflet would also give a link to ‘The Second Coming of Jesus: a solution for obtaining
world peace’.
http://strategicgames.com.au/article102.pdf
Also, five key policies to assist in obtaining world peace based on yogic philosophy including
the Sixth Commandment "Thou Shalt not Kill" and the policies are implemented such that our
purpose in life is to obtain a spiritual body in the afterlife and live in eternal bliss with God.
1) Tobacco and other smoking drugs to be illegalized
2) Workplace bullying to be equivalent to murder
3) Stop the killing and abuse of animals for food or other forms of human satisfaction

4) Ban prostitution and the sex industry in general
5) Compulsory high school education on yogic philosophy
The leaflet would also contain an economic model such that introducing an unemployment
system such that an allowance for unemployment is provided regardless of financial status
and the allowance is comparable to the minimum wage, with the minimum wage being at
least the amount given by the universal basic income (UBI). If the unemployment benefits are
comparable to the minimum wage then the unemployment benefits are somewhat
equivalent to the UBI. Therefore, the UBI needs to be established to provide for a reasonable
standard of living. Also, the allowance is given to tertiary students. The unemployment system
could be funded by an increase in the progressive taxation system and it is necessary for
unemployment benefits to be paid back through taxation when work is established in the
future.
Also, outlined in the leaflet is that compulsory high school education on yogic philosophy
would minimize the use of illicit drugs, alcohol, smoking, bullying (which can increase the risk
of suicide) and underage sex which are prevalent in almost every school nationally, and more
significantly eliminate depression and anxiety within schools and for later on in life (where
depression is the world’s biggest health problem – estimated at 30%).
Also, outlined in the leaflet is that if the Australian Yoga Party were elected to government
they would not be looking to profit from high salaries, but rather their primary motive is to
establish peace in the world. Whereas, Prime Minister Scott Morrison is among the world’s
highest paid political leaders, earning an annual salary of $549,229 – more than German
Chancellor Angela Merkel and New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern. Even further, in
September 2019, Prime Minister Scott Morrison gave his official aircraft a brand-new name
after the jet received a $250 million taxpayer-funded upgrade.
Summary
Based on the author being a Jewish male, an out-of-body experience involving a bird in the
spiritual world (similar to when Jesus was baptized), a dead bird present a few days (most
likely three days) with no body (only the feathers) as a form of "resurrection" in the same
surroundings as to where the out-of-body experience occurred, able to show there are no
contradictions between the Bible and the Qur'an in relation to Jesus (since God is perfect and
does not have contradictions) and able to obtain the best solution to obtaining world peace
since Jesus appeared about 2019 years ago and all documented and uploaded freely on the
Strategic Games website suggests that the author is the Second Coming of Christ.
From the consensus from 2016, 52% of Australia's population are Christian and 70% of the
population follow a religion. If between 52%-70% of Australia’s population voted for the
Australian Yoga Party, this would easily be enough to obtain a majority of seats and form
government.
A website could be setup for the Australian Yoga Party with an ideology and policies as
documented in the ‘Book of Tristan’ as well as documentation given by the article ‘The Second
Coming of Jesus: a solution for obtaining world peace’.

A leaflet drop on a national scale could be implemented which states the author is the Second
Coming of Christ and a link is given to ‘Tristan Barnett’ Wikipedia page, which clearly outlines
in logical detail why this is the case. The leaflet would confirm that the Second Coming of
Christ has to occur to someone at some point in time and you were someone else in the
previous life based on reincarnation and the transmigration process of the soul taking on
another body (before obtaining a spiritual body in the spiritual sky - 3/4 universe is spiritual).
The leaflet would also give a link to ‘The Second Coming of Jesus: a solution for obtaining
world peace’. Also, five key policies to assist in obtaining world peace based on yogic
philosophy including the Sixth Commandment "Thou Shalt not Kill" and the policies are
implemented such that our purpose in life is to obtain a spiritual body in the afterlife and live
in eternal bliss with God. The leaflet would also contain an economic model such that
introducing an unemployment system such that an allowance for unemployment is provided
regardless of financial status and the allowance is comparable to the minimum wage, with
the minimum wage being at least the amount given by the universal basic income. Also,
outlined in the leaflet is that compulsory high school education on yogic philosophy would
minimize the use of illicit drugs, alcohol, smoking, bullying (which can increase the risk of
suicide) and underage sex which are prevalent in almost every school nationally, and more
significantly eliminate depression and anxiety within schools and for later on in life (where
depression is the world’s biggest health problem – estimated at 30%). Also, outlined in the
leaflet is that if the Australian Yoga Party were elected to government they would not be
looking to profit from high salaries, but rather their primary motive is to establish peace in
the world.
If the Australian Yoga Party was officially established for the 2022 Federal election and was
able to establish enough votes to form government as a new party (where Australia is typically
a two-party system, with two dominant political groupings in the Australian political system,
the Australian Labor Party and the Liberal/National Coalition), would be the greatest
achievement in political history.

